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The scales covering the elytra of the male *Hoplia coerulea* beetle contain fluorophores embedded within a porous photonic structure. The photonic structure controls both insect colour (reflected light) and fluorescence emission. Herein, the effects of water-induced changes on the fluorescence emission from the beetle were investigated. The fluorescence emission peak wavelength was observed to blue-shift on water immersion of the elytra whereas its reflectance peak wavelength was observed to red-shift. Time-resolved fluorescence measurements, together with optical simulations, confirmed that the radiative emission is controlled by a naturally engineered photonic bandgap while the elytra are in the dry state, whereas non-radiative relaxation pathways dominate the emission response of wet elytra.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Natural photonic structures such as those found in insects exhibit a large variety of optical properties, among which structural colours (i.e. colours due to coherent scattering)¹⁻³, liquid-induced colour changes⁴⁻⁹ and colour sensitivity to gas or vapour¹⁰⁻¹⁵ have attracted much interest. Many biological photonic structures are porous and comprise biopolymers such as
chitin, keratin and cellulose. The range of structures and optical effects found in biological systems which have been optimised through evolution for millions of years, enables the development of new designs and possible technological applications through an approach that incorporates bioinspired principles\textsuperscript{16-19}. Another optical phenomenon found in living organisms is fluorescence emission. This phenomenon consists of a process of radiative decay (i.e. light emitting) of a substance that has previously been excited by absorption of electromagnetic radiation of higher energy. Fluorescence is found in many living organisms, terrestrial as well as aquatic, including arthropods\textsuperscript{20,21} (e.g. butterflies\textsuperscript{22-25}, beetles\textsuperscript{21,26}, scorpions\textsuperscript{27}), marine invertebrates (e.g. corals\textsuperscript{28}, sea anemones\textsuperscript{29}), birds (such as parrots\textsuperscript{30} and penguins\textsuperscript{31}), plants\textsuperscript{32} as well as mammals\textsuperscript{33} (e.g. tooth enamel, white hair and nails). These organisms emit visible light and thus display colours when they are illuminated by ultraviolet (UV) light. This light emission arises due to the presence of fluorophores, such as biopterin or papilochrome II. Colour emission through fluorescence can range from blue, green, yellow to red\textsuperscript{21} depending on the fluorophores.

The confinement of fluorophores within photonic structures can lead to controlled fluorescence, through modification of the system’s density of optical states (DOS)\textsuperscript{34-37}. When fluorescence occurs within the photonic bandgap (PhBG) of a photonic structure, a decrease in the emission intensity is observed. This arises as a consequence of the associated increase in decay time $\tau$ of the excited states\textsuperscript{34-38}. This sort of photonic confinement can be found in several living organisms\textsuperscript{24,25,39-48}. We note that the contribution of fluorescence emission to the colour appearance of a living organism is not always striking, often because, available solar UV intensity and insect fluorophore internal quantum efficiency can be low. This was highlighted in several \textit{nireus} group butterflies (\textit{Papilio bromius}, \textit{Papilio epiphorbas}, \textit{Papilio nireus} and \textit{Papilio oribazus}) for which the contribution of the fluorescent blue emission to their colour is minor\textsuperscript{25}. Fluorescence emission in living organisms is not necessarily always functional. There is no known purpose, for instance, for the fluorescence
of mammalian nails or tooth enamel. In contrast, however, the absorption of UV by fluorophores can provide insect species with protection against potential damage\(^1\).

The male *Hoplia coerulea* (Drury 1773), a beetle from the family Scarabaeidae, exhibits a variety of optical properties including vivid iridescent colour\(^2,49,50\), liquid- and vapour-induced colour changes\(^6,8,14,15,51\) and fluorescence\(^43\). The source of all these properties lies in the flat circular scales covering the beetle’s elytra. Each scale exhibits a bright blue iridescent colour\(^2,49,50\) (Figure 1a) under incident white light due to its more or less ordered macroporous photonic structure. This structure can be described as a periodic stacked combination of thin pure cuticle layers and mixed air-cuticle porous layers\(^50\) (Figure 1b-c). In the dry state, these give rise to a Bragg reflectance peak in the blue part of the visible spectrum (at approximately 460 nm at normal incidence). The wavelength of this peak blue-shifts as incidence angle increases. When the insect is in contact with liquids\(^6,8,51\) or vapour\(^14,15\), its colour reversibly changes from blue to green, as a consequence of the fluids penetrating within the photonic structure and inducing changes in refractive index contrast\(^6,8,14,15,51\). One interesting aspect of this fluid-induced colour change is that it takes place in a photonic structure that is not directly open to the surrounding environment\(^8\). An envelope encases this photonic structure and mediates fluid exchanges with the environment. Due to similarities with typical biological cells, this *H. coerulea* photonic structure was previously referred to as a “photonic cell”\(^8\). Moreover, fluorophores are embedded within the structure. In other work\(^43\) it was demonstrated that the confinement of fluorescent sources in the modelled photonic structure of the scales gave rise both to enhancement and inhibition of the fluorescent emission at particular wavelengths.

Although there have been a few studies of liquid-induced fluorescence changes in insects’ photonic structures, specifically relating to three butterflies (*Morpho sulkowskyi*\(^47\), *Papilio zalmoxis*\(^47\) and *P. nireus*\(^23\)), the area is very much under-explored. In these previously reported studies\(^23,47\), a liquid with a refractive index close to chitin was used to remove the effects of the photonic structure on the fluorescence steady state, by index matching.
Significant decreases in the emitted energy$^{47}$ and the decay time$^{23}$ were observed with the decrease of the refractive index contrast, while variations of the emission peak wavelength as function of refractive index change were rather small (blue-shift of less than 10 nm)$^{47}$.

In this work, changes in the fluorescence steady state of the fluorophores located in the elytra of male _H. coerulea_ beetles, upon contact with water, were experimentally observed. This led to a blue-shift of the fluorescent emission from the insect structure, a feature that was previously unnoticed. The fluorescence-associated colour changed from turquoise (blue-green) to dark blue. Using several morphological and optical characterisation techniques in addition to optical simulations, this surprising response was explained in terms of water-induced changes of the photonic environment in the scales' porous structure.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

(A) PHOTONIC STRUCTURE MORPHOLOGY

The morphology of the elytra was investigated using a FEI Tecnai 10 (Hillsboro, Oregon, USA) transmission electron microscope (TEM) and a FEI Nova Nanolab 200 Dual-Beam (Hillsboro, Oregon, USA) scanning electron microscope (SEM). Elytra of dead _H. coerulea_ were prepared following a standard sample preparation method$^{52}$. 100 nm-thick cross sections were ultramicrotomed and transferred onto TEM analysis grids. For SEM analysis, elytra were cut into pieces of about $5 \times 5 \text{mm}^2$ and attached to the sample mount by conducting adhesive tape. This was sputter-coated with 20 nm of platinum. The focussed-ion beam facility (FIB) on the FEI Nova Nanolab 200 Dual-Beam SEM was used to reconstruct a three dimensional representation of the scale structure (FEI Avizo 3D Software).

(B) OPTICAL CHARACTERISATION

Optical microscopy was performed using an Olympus BX61 (Tokyo, Japan) microscope, an Olympus XC50 camera and an Olympus BX-UCB visible light source (in reflection mode) or
a Lumen Dynamics X-cite Series 120PCQ (Mississauga, Ontario, Canada) UV-lamp (in fluorescence mode). Further details are available as supplementary material.

The normalised reflection spectra \( R = \frac{I - B}{W - B} \), i.e. the ratio between the spectral intensities \( I \) and \( W \) reflected by the sample and by an Avantes WS-2 (Apeldoorn, The Netherlands) white reference, respectively, including noise corrections \( B \), were measured using an Ocean Optics QE65Pro (Dunedin, Florida, USA) spectrophotometer connected to the microscope. The numerical aperture of the microscope objective was equal to 0.50. The use of a microspectrophotometer allowed us to analyse very small areas of the elytra comprising only a few scales (i.e. spot sizes of approximately 30 µm diameter).

Fluorescence measurements were performed using an Edinburgh Instruments (Livingston, UK) FLSP920 UV–vis–NIR spectrofluorimeter equipped with a Hamamatsu R928P (Hamamatsu City, Japan) photomultiplier-tube. The recorded time-resolved dynamics were fitted by single exponential functions. Only in the case of the dry sample within the PhBG (at 466 nm), the best fit was obtained using a double exponential function. These closest theoretical fits enabled us to determine the decay time of the fluorescence emission. Further details regarding spectrofluorimetry measurements are available as supplementary material.

The chemistry of \( H. \) coerulea's fluorophores has not yet been identified. Furthermore, the distribution of this pigment in the photonic structure has not yet been experimentally determined. More detailed investigations of the fluorophores are necessary and are beyond the scope of the present study.

(c) Photonic model of the beetle scale and numerical methods

The elytra of male \( H. \) coerulea beetles are covered by almost circular scales, composed principally of chitin. Their average diameter is approximately 80 µm and their thickness is approximately 3.5 µm. The photonic structure responsible for the specular reflection of light at these scales' surfaces is revealed by electron microscope images (Figure 1b-c). It is a
porous multilayer formed by the periodic stacking of thin, flat pure cuticle layers and thick mixed air-cuticle porous layers (network of rods separated by air gaps).

Based on similar electron microscope images, Vigneron et al.\textsuperscript{50} and Rassart et al.\textsuperscript{6} identified the geometrical parameters of the structure. In our study, we used the same photonic model as was presented in the two earlier studies\textsuperscript{6,50}. On average, 12 bilayers are found in the periodic stack (Figure 1b-d). Vigneron and Rassart give the thickness of cuticle layers as 35 nm and the thickness of the mixed air-cuticle layers as 140 nm. Their stated width of the rods is 90 nm and the air gap between two successive rods is 85 nm.

The refractive index $n_{\text{chitin}}$ of cuticle material (mainly chitin) is often quoted as equal to 1.56 in the visible range\textsuperscript{53}. This average dispersionless value is a good trade-off between dispersion relations found in the literature\textsuperscript{54-56} for butterfly scales and beetle exocuticle. These relations are valid only in the visible range whereas the refractive index of cuticle material in the near-UV range is actually not known. As first approximation, the same refractive index value was used in all our simulations from near-UV to visible ranges. In the dry state, the mixed air-cuticle layers are approximated by a homogeneous material with an effective refractive index $n_{\text{mixed}}$ lying between 1 (air) and 1.56 (chitin). Using a previously reported effective medium approximation\textsuperscript{6}, a value of $n_{\text{mixed}} = 1.26$ is calculated for the mixed air-cuticle layers. The modelled photonic structure therefore consists of a 1D periodic stack of thin pure cuticle layers and thicker effective layers (Figure 1d). In the wet state, since water ($n_{\text{water}} = 1.33$) replaces air in pores, the effective refractive index becomes $n_{\text{mixed}} = 1.44$. Using an effective medium approximation is justified since the photonic structure does not give rise to non-zero-order diffraction at visible wavelengths\textsuperscript{50} as a result of the disorder in the orientations of the rods and the small distances between them (i.e. 175 nm).

A conventional one-dimensional transfer-matrix (1D-TM) method approach\textsuperscript{57} was used to simulate reflectance spectra of the \textit{H. coerulea} multilayer structure in dry and wet states. This method rigorously solves Maxwell’s equations in each layer of the photonic structure for
the propagation of electromagnetic waves through layered media. In this formalism, the 
electromagnetic field wave is decomposed in each layer into forward and backward waves 
propagating in the direction perpendicular to the layers. An extension of the 1D-TM 
method\textsuperscript{43,47} was employed in order to model light emission from the structure. This extended 
method relies on the calculation of spectral variations in the emitted intensity, normalised 
with respect to a source in free space. It requires light to be homogeneously emitted by a 
single layer, in which a non-zero current density vector is included in Maxwell’s equations in 
order to represent a uniform distribution of fluorophores. For a more realistic simulation of 
arbitrary fluorophore distribution, emission spectra were calculated with the emission source 
located in each pure cuticle layer separately, and then averaged in order to simulate light 
emission by the sources (fluorophores) distributed across the whole photonic structure.

Simulations were also performed using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method\textsuperscript{58}, 
using the MIT Electromagnetic Equation Propagation (MEEP 1.2) package\textsuperscript{59}. Further details 
regarding these simulations are available as supplementary material.

The photonic band structure and the Density Of optical States (DOS) were calculated in the 
specific case of an infinite 1D photonic crystal based on the \textit{H. coerulea} photonic structure 
using a Kronig-Penney model approach and presented in ref. 60. A frequency-domain 
method, based on an eigensolver for Maxwell’s equations in a plane wave basis, was used to 
compute the Local Density Of optical States (LDOS)\textsuperscript{61}. The LDOS $N_{\text{LDOS}}(\vec{r}, \omega)$ counts the 
available number of electromagnetic modes in which photons can be emitted at the specific 
location of the emitting source. It depends therefore on the frequency $\omega$ and the position $\vec{r}$ 
of the emitting source in the environment but not on the propagation direction. It is known to 
be related to the emitter decay time (according to Fermi’s golden rule) by the relation:

$$ \frac{\tau_0}{\tau} = \frac{N_{\text{LDOS}}(\vec{r}, \omega)}{N_{\text{LDOS,0}}(\vec{r})} $$

where $\tau_0$ is the decay time of one emitter located in free space, $\tau$ is the 
decay time of the emitter and $N_{\text{LDOS,0}}(\vec{r})$ is the LDOS of the emitter in free space. When
\( N_{\text{LDOS}}(\mathbf{r}, \omega) \) is equal to zero, no propagation mode is available at position \( \mathbf{r} \) and frequency \( \omega \). In this case, the decay time \( \tau \) is infinite and light emission is inhibited.

The same structural model was used in all simulation methods. However, for calculations of the photonic band structure, namely DOS and LDOS, the number of bilayers was assumed to be infinite instead of equal to 12.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The colour displayed by the male \( H. \) coerulea beetle scales is violet-blue (Figure 2a) and turns to green when they are in contact with water (Figure 2b). This arises due to the filling of the scales’ macropores with water. This appearance change corresponds to the shift of the reflectance peak maximum from 458 nm to 525 nm (namely, a red-shift) (Figure 2c). Decreases in reflectance intensity as well as in peak reflectance width are also observed.

Under exposure to UV light, the fluorescence emission from the \( H. \) coerulea elytra changes from turquoise to dark blue upon contact with water (Figure 2d-e). The main features of the excitation spectrum are consistent (Figure 2f): the peak wavelength is found at 365 nm and 367 nm in the dry and wet states, respectively, and their associated full width at half maximum (FWHM) values are equal to 72 nm and 67 nm, respectively. Excitation of the fluorophores is not influenced by contact with water. This indicates that the observed liquid-induced changes do not affect the ground states of the fluorophores. However, clearly the emission spectrum of the scales is significantly modified (Figure 2f): they exhibit an immersion-mediated blue-shift from 463 nm to 446 nm (\( \Delta \lambda = 17 \) nm) and a decrease in FWHM from 121 nm to 105 nm. This response largely exceeds the responses measured in the cases of butterfly species (typically of less than 10 nm)\(^7\). Notably, the direction of the immersion-mediated change of fluorescence emission peak wavelength is opposite to that of the immersion-mediated shift of reflectance peak wavelength.
The water-induced changes in fluorescence emission were found to be reversible, a property also associated with the changes in reflectance. This infers that the fluorophores are not significantly altered chemically by exposure to water and UV under our experimental conditions. For both excitation and emission spectra, a decrease in intensity upon contact with water is observed (Figure 2f). It can be explained by, among other processes, the presence of water at the surface of the sample modifying light scattering efficiency.

If fluorophores are located in an infinite photonic crystal with a significant refractive index contrast, as well as a complete PhBG preventing emission, and provided their fluorescence efficiency is assumed to be equal to 1 (namely, the only decay process is fluorescence), they will remain in their excited states. However, in the case of a finite crystal, or one with a low refractive index contrast, the decay will be radiative with an associated decay time longer than in free space. In order to investigate the effect of the environment on the fluorescence emission further, time-resolved measurements were performed. Data from these measurements indicate that when the elytron is in the dry state and has an emission wavelength inside the PhBG (at 466 nm), the decay time $\tau$ (Table 1) is significantly longer (3.9 ns) than for a wet elytron (1.4 ns). Outside the PhBG (at 546 nm), regardless of the wet or dry state, $\tau$ is shorter (1.9 ns and 1.4 ns in the dry and wet states, respectively). In the case of the wet state, the decay time of the fluorescence emission is the same both inside and outside the PhBG. This may be partly explained by the decrease in the system’s refractive index contrast that leads to an associated decrease of the fluorescence inhibition in the wet state. However, combined with the experimentally measured decrease in fluorescence emission intensity, this observation clearly indicates that the wet state opens non-radiative relaxation pathways, for instance quenching processes, that in parallel decrease the effect of the optical system’s PhBG on fluorescence emission. In contrast, in the dry state the presence of the PhBG strongly influences emission properties and causes an increase in fluorescence emission decay time as well as a double exponential decay. The inhibition of fluorescence emission related to the observed increase of decay time is
explained by a lack of available modes for the radiative decay of the fluorophores embedded within the photonic structure with respect to the same fluorophores in a homogeneous medium. Due to this inhibition, a redistribution of energy has hence to take place leading to non-radiative transfers to the environment\textsuperscript{38}. The longest decay time (3.9 ns) corresponds to the real lifetime of the fluorophores within the photonic structure. The shortest decay time (0.79 ns) is related to non-radiative relaxations of the excited states. The time-resolved measurements of the fluorescence emission from probes embedded within colloidal photonic structures\textsuperscript{37,38} are perfectly in agreement with these results. We observed that the decay time in the dry state is more than twice the value of the decay time in the wet state, or at a frequency outside the PhBG. This is counterintuitive if we take into account the low refractive index contrast of the materials forming the photonic structure. It is a result that may be explained at a phenomenological level by considering the curvature of the biological photonic structure: this can additionally alter the system’s photonic properties and, therefore, its fluorescence emission\textsuperscript{63,64}.

In the simulated photonic band structure (Figure 3b) and related DOS (Figure 3c), first and second order PhBGs are predicted at 231 nm and 464 nm in the dry state. Despite the presence of these two PhBGs, fluorescence emission can arise because the excitation peak wavelength (Figure 2f) is located between these two PhBGs: the experimental excitation peak wavelength was measured at approximately 365 nm. Additionally, the dry sample’s reflectance peak wavelength, at 45° incidence (i.e. the same angle as was used for the emission spectra measurements) was 436 nm. This reflectance peak presented a 79 nm FWHM. Furthermore, the simulated reflectance spectra (at normal incidence) in dry and wet conditions (Figure 3a) confirmed the experimentally-measured red-shift that is induced by contact with water. Namely, the calculated reflectance peak wavelength is 461 nm in the dry state and 501 nm in the wet state. The PhBGs also shift towards longer wavelengths when air is replaced by water in the macropores of the photonic structure and this is the mechanism by which the decay time of the emission at 466 nm is modified. The decreases in
reflectance peak intensities and FWHMs, as well as the PhBG widths (in the visible and the
UV ranges), are also predicted when water replaces air in the structure. These predicted
decreases, in addition to the changes in reflectance peak wavelength, agree with the
observed changes of the reflectance spectrum (Figure 2c) and previously reported
observations\textsuperscript{6}. Both decreases are explained by the decrease of the effective refractive index
contrast $n_{\text{chitin}} / n_{\text{mixed}}$ between the layers\textsuperscript{59} from 1.24 (dry state) to 1.08 (wet state).

Differences between measured and simulated spectra can be observed (e.g. in terms of
peak wavelengths and widths). These, in part, may arise from systematic errors associated
with the experimental incidence and detection angles (for instance, a 20°-incidence leads to
a 16-nm blue-shift of the reflectance peak position with respect to a normal incidence).
Furthermore, although the incident beam width is smaller than the size of the scales, the
beam may have not been centred on one single scale: a few sections of different scales may
have been analysed concurrently. Finally, the system’s photonic structure is modelled as an
idealised perfectly periodic system even though it exhibits irregular layer interfaces,
inhomogeneities in refractive indices and dimensions, etc.

The computed $\frac{\tau_0}{\tau} = \frac{N_{\text{LDOS}}(r,\omega)}{N_{\text{LDOS},0}(r)}$ ratio turns out to be equal to zero inside the PhBG (e.g. at
466 nm) in the dry state regardless of the position of the emitter. This corresponds to an
infinite decay time $\tau$, i.e. light emission is inhibited. However, in the wet state, this ratio
ranges from 0.66 (at the layer interfaces) and 0.86 (at the middle of the mixed air-cuticle
porous layers). Due to the water-induced shift of the PhBG, light can be emitted at this
wavelength. Outside the PhBG (i.e. at 546 nm), $\frac{\tau_0}{\tau}$ ranges from 0.6 (at the middle of the
mixed air-cuticle porous layers) to 0.8 (at the layer interfaces) regardless of the state (dry or
wet) of the modelled photonic structure. These results confirm the measured decay time
variations induced by contact with water. We note that this ratio cannot be calculated from
experimental data because the decay time $\tau_0$ in free space of the particular fluorophores
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embedded in the structure is unknown. In addition to the absence of defects assumed in the modelled photonic structure, we mention that the measurements were not performed on a single fluorescence source. Each fluorophore located in the analysis area influenced the measurement.

Since the photonic structure controls the fluorescence emission\textsuperscript{43,47}, the emission spectrum is modified by the change in refractive index within the macropores of the photonic structure. In order to demonstrate this effect, two models of fluorescent sources were investigated. In both models, the fluorophores were assumed to be homogeneously distributed throughout the cuticular material in the photonic structure. In the first set of models, fluorophores formed a uniformly planar source (emitting a uniform spectrum and located at the position of one pure cuticle layer). These simulations were performed for each of the 12 pure cuticle layer positions using the extended 1D-TM method and the resulting emission spectra were averaged (Figure 4a). In the second model (computed using a FDTD method), fluorophores were modelled by 180 point sources randomly located (according to a continuous uniform distribution) across the cuticle material of structure (i.e., taking into account the filling fraction of material in the pure cuticle and mixed air-cuticle porous layers) (Figure 4b). In both models, the intensity emitted by the sources embedded in the structure was normalised to the intensity emitted by the sources in the absence of the structure. In this way, normalised values greater than unity are associated with enhancement of the fluorescence by the photonic structure at the corresponding wavelengths (Figure 4). Similarly, values less than unity are associated with inhibition. In principle, re-absorption can affect fluorescence, especially in the case of high quantum yield fluorophores. If re-absorption (or other non-radiative processes) takes place, the decay of fluorescence intensity is modified and does not follow a single exponential law any more. This is not the case here outside the PhBG, where the decay of fluorescence intensity was found to follow a single exponential law (Figure S1). The absence of substantial overlap between fluorescence excitation and emission spectra and the observation of clean, single peaked emission spectra (Figure 2f) also suggest that re-absorption is negligible here. Therefore, re-absorption was not taken into
account in our simulations. In both emitted intensity spectra, a blue-shift of emission peak wavelengths (corresponding to strong enhancement of emission) occurs; the peak at 480 nm blue-shifts to 428 nm and the peak at 429 nm shifts to 416 nm in the cases of first and second models, respectively. Although both models are subject to unavoidable assumptions, it is important to observe that simulations (based on two different methods) are in qualitative agreement. It is however important to admit that a perfect match cannot be expected since the emitting sources are modelled in radically different ways. The common point is the assumed uniformity of fluorophores distribution. The qualitative agreement between simulations (Figure 4) and measurements (Figure 2f) suggests that the fluorophores are distributed throughout the photonic structure.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We investigated the male *H. coerulea* beetle that presents a broad variety of optical properties. Inside the scales that cover its elytra is a macroporous photonic architecture responsible for structural colour and fluorophores responsible for fluorescence emission. Our experiments revealed that the macroporous nature of this photonic system supports fluid-induced colour changes. *H. coerulea*’s intra-scale photonic structure can be approximated by a periodic multilayer stack comprising pure cuticle layers and mixed air-cuticle porous layers. Despite this structure’s PhBGs the optical system has evolved in such a way that fluorescence emission is not inhibited, i.e. excitation wavelengths do not overlap with the system’s PhBGs. The influence of the system’s exposure to water on its fluorescence emission was also investigated for the first time. A 17 nm water-induced blue-shift, from turquoise to dark blue, of the emission peak wavelength was measured. This contrasted to the water-induced 67 nm red-shift of the reflectance peak wavelength. These changes arise due to modification in effective refractive index following pore filling by water. An additional consequence of contact with water is the decrease of the fluorescence decay time at a wavelength inside the PhBG. In the dry state, this decay time is significantly longer inside, compared to outside, the PhBG. This is the result of the PhBG’s influence on fluorescence
emission. Since, in the wet state, the decay time is the same inside and outside, the PhBG, we can conclude that quenching processes take place and non-radiative relaxation pathways dominate the emission mechanism. Simulations of light emission from the system indicated that the presence of water in the macropores of the photonic structure leads to a blue-shift of the emission spectrum. This agrees with experimental data for the system. The simulations additionally confirmed the likelihood of a homogeneous distribution of fluorophores across the structure and the role of the multilayer in this water-induced change in fluorescence emission. Such a photonic system offers a new possibility to design novel functional optical materials and coatings in technological areas such as imaging, lighting, biosensing and solar cells.
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Figure 1 The male *H. coerulea* beetle displays a vivid violet-blue iridescent colour (a) due to a porous multilayer structure located in the scales covering its elytra and thorax. The photonic structure is a periodic stack of thin pure cuticle layers and mixed air-cuticle porous layers (b,c). In the structural model used for simulations, the layers comprising a mixture of air (in the pores) and cuticle material (associated with the rods) were approximated by homogeneous layers with an effective refractive index (RI) (d).
Figure 2 Colour and fluorescence changes of the scales of the male *H. coerulea* beetle induced by contact with water.

Illuminated by visible white light (at normal incidence and detection), the beetle scales appear violet-blue in the dry state (a) and green in the wet state (b). The reflectance peak wavelength shifts from 458 nm to 525 nm when the elytron is in contact with water (c). Under UV light (with a 45° incidence and detection angle), the scales produce a turquoise coloured emission in the dry state (d) and a dark blue colour in the wet state (e). Where scales overlap, the fluorescence intensity is higher. This effect is due to the transparency of the scales at the emitted wavelengths. Although there is almost no water-induced change in the excitation spectrum peak wavelength and its associated FWHM, the emission spectrum peak wavelength shifts from 463 nm to 446 nm when the elytron is in contact with water. The associated FWHM reduces from 121 nm to 105 nm (f).
Figure 3 Reflectance spectra calculated for the modelled photonic structure of a male H. coerulea beetle (Figure 1c) using unpolarised light at normal incidence. The reflectance peak centre wavelength shifts from 461 nm to 501 nm when the structure changes from dry (blue curves) to wet (green curve) state and the reflectance peak intensity decrease (a). The related photonic band structure and density of optical states (DOS) are also modified accordingly (b and c). The reflectance peak widths and the PhBG widths decrease in the wet state.
Figure 4 When the pores of the modelled photonic structure are filled with water, the peak emission wavelength shifts from 480 nm to 428 nm (a) and from 429 nm to 416 nm (b) in the cases of both investigated models. a) In the first model, emitting planar sources are assumed to be located in the different pure cuticle layers of the photonic structure. The presented spectra result from the averages over 12 simulated spectra that individually correspond to fluorophores located in each of the 12 pure cuticle layers. b) In the second model, the fluorophores are assumed to be 180 point sources distributed across the photonic structure.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emission wavelength (nm)</th>
<th>Dry state</th>
<th>Wet state</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decay time (τ) (ns)</td>
<td>Standard error (SE) (ns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>466</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>546</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Decay times and the related standard errors of the fluorophores embedded in H. coerulea beetle’s scales in both dry and wet states inside (466 nm) and outside (546 nm) the PhBG of the structure. The incident light formed a 45° angle with the direction normal to the sample surface, with a wavelength equal to 376 nm. The emitted light was detected at a 45° angle on the other side of the normal direction.
The male *H. coerulea* beetle displays a vivid violet-blue iridescent colour (a) due to a porous multilayer structure located in the scales covering its elytra and thorax. The photonic structure is a periodic stack of thin pure cuticle layers and mixed air-cuticle porous layers (b,c). In the structural model used for simulations, the layers comprising a mixture of air (in the pores) and cuticle material (associated with the rods) were approximated by homogeneous layers with an effective refractive index (RI) (d).
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527x417mm (120 x 120 DPI)
Colour and fluorescence changes of the scales of the male *H. coerulea* beetle induced by contact with water. Illuminated by visible white light (at normal incidence and detection), the beetle scales appear violet-blue in the dry state (a) and green in the wet state (b). The reflectance peak wavelength shifts from 458 nm to 525 nm when the elytron is in contact with water (c). Under UV light (with a 45° incidence and detection angle), the scales produce a turquoise coloured emission in the dry state (d) and a dark blue colour in the wet state (e). Where scales overlap, the fluorescence intensity is higher. This effect is due to the transparency of the scales at the emitted wavelengths. Although there is almost no water-induced change in the excitation spectrum peak wavelength and its associated FWHM, the emission spectrum peak wavelength shifts from 463 nm to 446 nm when the elytron is in contact with water. The associated FWHM reduces from 121 nm to 105 nm (f).
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Reflectance spectra calculated for the modelled photonic structure of a male *H. coerulea* beetle (Figure 1c) using unpolarised light at normal incidence. The reflectance peak centre wavelength shifts from 461 nm to 501 nm when the structure changes from dry (blue curves) to wet (green curve) state and the reflectance peak intensity decrease (a). The related photonic band structure and density of optical states (DOS) are also modified accordingly (b and c). The reflectance peak widths and the PhBG widths decrease in the wet state.

Figure 3
When the pores of the modelled photonic structure are filled with water, the peak emission wavelength shifts from 480 nm to 428 nm (a) and from 429 nm to 416 nm (b) in the cases of both investigated models. 

a) In the first model, emitting planar sources are assumed to be located in the different pure cuticle layers of the photonic structure. The presented spectra result from the averages over 12 simulated spectra that individually correspond to fluorophores located in each of the 12 pure cuticle layers. 

b) In the second model, the fluorophores are assumed to be 180 point sources distributed across the photonic structure.
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